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Th December
COMMENCEMENT
WELCOME FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY
Welome to the December, 2007 Commencement Ceremonies at the University of Connecticut.
The Commencement Ceremony is one of the proudest moments in a student's life — and, perhaps even
more so, in the lift of her or his family. I guarantee that you'll remember this day forever.
It's also a proud day for the University of Connecticut. We've been proud to have you as members of
our University family here on our campuses, in our classrooms and laboratories, at our special events
and our day-to-day activities. Your achievements and successes are substantial. The University is better
today because you were here, contributing your special combination of skills, ambitions and individual
personality to our academic community. I hope that you will always remember your time here with
affection, and that you always remain united with the University of Connecticut as proud alumni.
Teddy Roosevelt said, "Far and away the best prize that life has to offer is the chance to work hard
at work worth doing" You've earned and reaped that reward as you graduate from the University of
Connecticut. You've met the rigorous standards set by your discipline, your faculty mentors, and your
colleges and schools. You've mastered a body of knowledge that will lead to new opportunities and new
associations. These a re real accomplishments, and they mean something.
Personally it's a joy to celebrate that achievement with you, and I hope you will carry with you, for
a long time to come, every ounce of our heartfelt pride in your success here today. I wish you all the very
best, wherever your path next takes you.
Wit 	 t wishes and my appreciation,
Michael J. Hogan
President
University of Connecticut
COMMENCEMENT
ORDER OF EXERCISES
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
Gampel Pavilion, Storrs
Sunday, December 16, 2007 — 2:00 pm
INTRODUCTION
MARK ROY, University Communications
PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF THE National Anthem
PATRICK REARDON
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
ZOHAIB RASHEED, Representative of the Graduating Class
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
MICHAEL J. HOGAN, President
GARY GLADSTEIN
	
CHARLOTTE BUNCH
Consultant, Retired Partner, er COO	 Executive Director, Center for
Soros Fund Management, LLC
	
Women's Global Leadership
Doctor of Humane Letters 	 Rutgers University
Doctor of Laws
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
CHARLOTTE BUNCH
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS
RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
PETER J. NICHOLLS, Provost er Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
GREETINGS
FRANCIS X. ARCHAMBAULT, JR. '68,'69, '88, President of the Alumni Association
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
MICHAEL J. HoGAN, President
CLOSING REMARKS
MICHAEL J. HoGAN, President
RECESSIONAL
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COMMENCEMENT NOTES
COMMENCEMENT DAY at The University of Connecticut is a time of ceremony and pageantry, portions of which represent traditions
dating back to medieval times. These notes on the history of the Universi ty and the commencement ceremony are offered in the hope
that they will be of interest to spectators.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT WAS FOUNDED as the Storrs Agricultural School in 1881 when the General Assembly accepted
a gift of money and land from Charles and Augustus Storrs, natives of Mansfield. In 1893 when it became a land-grant college and
officially opened to women, the name was changed to Storrs Agricultural College. As the mission of the institution changed, its name
was changed in 1899 to Connecticut Agricultural College. In 1933 it became the Connecticut State College. It grew slowly becoming
a small but vigorous college with limited undergraduate offerings in agriculture, home economics and mechanical arts. With the
development of a university program it became The Universi ty of Connecticut in 1939. The first regional campuses were established in
1946 to deal with the influx of veteran students. Today, the University is made up of sixteen different schools and colleges. Through the
various agencies of five Divisions and seven Institutes, including forty-nine Special Facilities, Programs, and Centers, the Universi ty is
privileged to serve many State citizens. The Graduate program began in 1935, and in 1949 the University awarded its first do ctoral
degrees.
Enormous expansion has taken place over the years together with increased enrollment. Today, the Universi ty has an enrollment
of over 28,600 students. At Storrs there are over 16,000 undergraduates and more than 6,400 graduate students, representing some
113 nations.
This December, the Universi ty will award over 870 Bachelor's Degrees and three Associate's Degree in the two-year Ratcliffe Hicks
School of Agriculture.
THE PROCESSIONAL BANNERS
College and School of Agriculture
	 Brown and Maize
School of Business
	 Drab Green
Center for Continuing Studies
	 Brown and Blue
Neag School of Education 	 Light Blue
School of Engineering
	 Orange
School of Fine Arts 	 Brown and Pink
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
	 White and Yellow
School of Nursing 	 .Apricot
School of Pharmacy 	 Green
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION is led by the Bearer of the Mace followed by the faculty. The Universi ty Marshal, identified by his
Baton, follows the President, together with the speaker, the Board of Trustees, vice-presidents, deans, and other University officials. The
Mace is presented at the center of the stage while those processing enter and take their places. Once the Mace is placed on the st and it
signals the beginning of the ceremony.
THE ACADEMIC GOWNS, HOODS AND REGALIA represent more than elegance or colorful attire. Academic caps and gowns represent
a tradition which reaches far back into the early days of the oldest universities of the Middle Ages The early European universities were
founded by the church; the students, being clerics, were obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times Caps and gowns were
once common forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern dress. Though some universities
here and abroad have other colors, the usual color for gowns in America is black. Hoods are lined with the official color of the college
or university which conferred the degree. The velvet edging of the hood varies in length for bachelors, masters and doctoral degrees. The
color represents the appropriate degree. Mortar boards (caps) are usually black. The tassel for the Bachelor of Arts, Science, and
Engineering may be of color distinctive of the degree, and the tassel for the Doctor of Philosophy may be made of gold thread. The
gown and hood of the Universi ty Marshal were made specifically for Universi ty ceremonies in the official colors of national flag blue
and white. The Processional Marshals wear blue velvet "beefeater" berets.
THE MACE, carried by Professor Sally Reis, is used at all academic ceremonies. In medieval times maces were weapons of warfare,
but today a mace is "a staff borne by, or carried before, a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of his authority." It is the emblem
and symbol of the President's authority to administer the University. This mace was first used at the Inauguration of President Homer
D. Babbidge, Jr., on October 20, 1962. It was designed by Nath an Knobler, former head of the Department of Art. The University's
early seal, executed in beautiful wood carving, appears on both faces. A penny dated 1881 is affixed to it to commemorate the date of
the University's founding.
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THE BATON, carried by the University Marshal, Professor Michael D arre, was specifically designed for ceremonial activities at The
University of Connecticut and was first used at the Commencement in 1968. The Office of Marshal can be traced back to the medieval
period, and the Baton is a symbol of the Marshal's authority. This Baton has silver mountings and is surmounted by a representation of
the University's former seal in enamel, which itself incorporates the coat of arms of the State of Connecticut. The Universi ty Marshal,
carrying the Baton, follows the Mace Bearer as she leads the academic procession into and out of the place of ceremony.
THE SILVER COLLAR/MEDALLION, worn by Michael J. Hogan, President, was first used in 1964, at the time of the University's Silver
Anniversary. Each link on the coll ar represents one of the University's Schools or Colleges and consists of a cloissoné circle engraved with
an appropriate design for the p articular school and enameled with its traditional school or college colors. Hanging from the chain is a
large silver medallion containing the University's early seal
THE AWARDING OF DEGREES at The Universi ty of Connecticut is accomplished by a twofold process. First, the c andidates for
degrees of each respective school or college a re presented by the University Marshal. The candidates proceed to the front, receive their
diplomas, are congratulated by their administrative officers and return to their seats. Second, when all candidates have been duly
presented, the President of the Universi ty formally confers the appropriate degree. This is accomplished verbally at the time that he speaks
the words:
"By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The Universi ty of Connecticut, and in accordance with the
procedures and regulations of the University, I confer upon you the Associate's Degree or appropriate Bachelor's Degree for
which you have been presented at this One Hundred and Twenty Nineth Commencement of The Universi ty."
THE RECESSIONAL of the officials and faculty is once again led by the Mace Bearer and University Marshal. The graduates, along
with the audience, are requested to remain seated until the recessional is concluded.
Out of respect and courtesy to all graduates, participants and guests
are requested to remain in their seats until the ceremony has concluded
The flowers displayed during the ceremonies are from the University's Plant Science Department greenhouses.
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COMMENCEMENT
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
ZOHAIB RASHEED
I was born in Kuwait on September 211', 1984. At the age of five, my family and I had to evacuate Kuwait
because of the Gulf War. Since then I have moved eight times and I have lived in Pakist an, Bahrain and my
family finally moved to the United States when I was thirteen years of age.
When I first moved to the United States, I was not a proficient English speaker and had a rough transition
during middle and high school. However, I found my academic passions at the Universi ty of Connecticut,
where I have studied Philosophy, Political Science and Human Rights. Through my hard work and
dedication at the Universi ty of Connecticut, I was awarded the highest academic honor bestowed upon
undergraduates as a Universi ty Scholar. While at the University of Connecticut, I have held the office of
treasurer for the Muslim Student Association, and I have been a member of The Golden Key and National
Society for Colligate Scholars Honors Societies. Moreover, as a Community Assist ant, I have been an active
member of the University of Connecticut student residential life.
Besides pursuing my academic goals, I have strived to be an upright citizen. I have interned at the Hartford
Superior Court, working in the Public Defenders Office. I have also worked for a human rights NGO in
Pakistan called the Young Social Reformers, where I helped organize a carnival to benefit dialysis patients.
Moreover, I have been a Sergeant in the Connecticut Army National Guard since my freshman year of
college and have participated in relief missions for Hurric ane Katrina and have supported in Operation
Iraqi Freedom, earning five medals during my tenure.
I have been awarded the Richard Goldstone Fellowship for the coming semester, and in February of 2008,
I will begin working at the International Criminal Tribunal for The Former Yugoslavia at The Hague.
Moreover, I have applied for a Fulbright Scholarship to study Public Internation al Law at Leiden
University in The Netherlands. My future goals are to attend an eminent law school and earn a J.D. in
International law. Eventually, I would like to represent the United States as an ambassador to the United
Nations.
This profile was provided by the student.
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COMMENCEMENT
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
AND COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
CHARLOTTE BUNCH
Doctor of Laws
CHARLOTTE BUNCH is one of the nation's leading figures in the struggle for human rights and social justice
in the United States and across the globe. Over the course of a 40-year career, Ms. Bunch has played an
instrumental role in the development of feminist studies as a major academic discipline, and her work is
widely recognized as a key element in the intellectual foundation of women's studies, of women's rights as
human rights, and, more broadly, the study of social movements in general. Of equal importance, Ms.
Bunch is a widely admired organizer and activist whose efforts on the international stage have helped
translate ideological support for equal justice into tangible policy goals for the improvement of women's
lives.
A native of New Mexico, Ms. Bunch is a graduate of Duke University, where she wrote her honors thesis
on "The Role of Women in the Chinese Revolution, 1929-1959." Her career includes positions as
National President of the Universi ty Christian Movement; a decade as a fellow at the Institute for Policy
Studies in Washington DC where she founded and edited Quest: A Feminist Quarterly, and establishment of
Interfem Consultants in New York, an organization that worked for women's rights globally and nationally
with organizations in Peru, Chile, India, Sri Lanka, C anada and the United States. Since 1987 Ms. Bunch
has been associated with Rutgers University, where she now holds the tide of Board of Governors
Distinguished Professor in Women's and Gender Studies and serves as Executive Director of the Center for
Women's Global Leadership, which she founded in 1989.
A prolific writer, Ms. Bunch's body of work includes numerous essays and anthologies and two major
works in the feminist movement, Passionate Politics: Feminist Theory in Action, and Demanding
Accountability: The Global Campaign and Vienna Tribunal for Women 's Human Rights. Her civil society
service over many decades includes membership on many boards including: Executive Committee of the
World Student Christi an Federation, Board of Directors of the National Lesbian and Gay Task Force, the
National Council for Research on Women, and the Ms Foundation for Women. She currently se rves on
the Advisory Committee for the Human Rights Watch Women's Rights Division and on the Boards of the
Global Fund for Women and the International Council on Human Rights Policy, and last year she served
on the Advisory Committee for the United Nations Secretary General's Report to the General Assembly on
Violence Against Women. Ms. Bunch's many honors include induction into the National Women's Hall of
Fame in 1996, and selection by President Bill Clinton as the recipient of the Eleanor Roosevelt Award for
Human Rights in 1999.
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COMMENCEMENT
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
GARY S. GLADSTEIN
Doctor of Humane Letters
The University of Connecticut's commitment to human rights as a field of research, instruction and
public service has been translated into reality due, in no small measure, to the encouragement and
support of Gary S. Gladstein and his ardent interest in human rights A native of Waterbury and
Bridgeport, he is a proud member of the UConn Class of 1966 (BA in Economics). Mr. Gladstein is
one of the nation's leaders in the field of finance, and of course we at the University would like to think
we helped place him on the road to success. Whether or not that is the case, what is clearly true is that
Mr. Gladstein has repaid this institution and the State of Connecticut many times over by helping to
strengthen the University's academic program and, most notably, by enabling the Universi ty to emerge
as a leader among institutions of higher learning in the pursuit of peace and social justice across the
globe. With Mr. Gladstein's help, human rights has become a signature academic program at the
University, one that inspires undergraduate and graduate students and faculty to enlarge our vision and
increase our knowledge about the human condition.
In addition to his undergraduate UConn degree, Mr. Gladstein holds a Master of Business
Administration from Columbia University. He began his career with the Sikorsky Division of United
Technologies Corporation, then joined the Hartford office of Arthur Young & Comp any. He left Arthur
Young to join Kohlberg Kravis & Roberts as their Chief Financial Officer. From 1985 to 2000 he was
with Soros Fund Management LLC, retiring as Partner and the Chief Operating Officer, and continues
to serve as a consultant to the firm. A member of several corporate boards in this country and abroad,
Mr. Gladstein is also a major philanthropist. His generosity in time and financial support has supported
organizations including The Abraham Fund Initiatives, which works to advance coexistence and a shared
society between Arabs and Jews living in Israel; The Biblelands Museum in Jerusalem; The Hebrew Free
Loan Society; The Samuel Waxman Cancer Research Foundation at Mt. Sinai Hospital; The Tanenbaum
Center for Interreligious Understanding; the OneVoice Movement; and the B'nai Brith Youth
Organization.
The manifestations of Mt. Gladstein's support for the Universi ty of Connecticut are as wide-ranging as
they are significant. The Marsha Lilien Gladstein Visiting Professorship in Human Rights, established
in 1998, enabled us to bring outstanding scholars to campus to teach and to study. The Gladstein
Endowment for the MIS Research Laboratory and Gladstein Professorship in Information Technology
and Innovation, both created in 2000, enhance UConn's capacity to meet students' needs for cutting-
edge preparation in fields of crucial economic import ance. The Marsha Lilien Gladstein Human Rights
Fund (created in 2001) and the Judi and Gary Gladstein Distinguished Chair in Human Rights (2005)
contribute immeasurably to the University's capacity to contribute to a cause of vital importance. Other
support to the UConn Health Center, School of Business and Hillel Building funds and active service
on the UConn Foundation Board of Directors completes the profile of an alumnus who has, in the
broadest sense, served as a model for the aspirations the Universi ty holds for its students.
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UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
THE HONORABLE M. JODI RELL
GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT, President Ex Officio
JOHN W. ROwE, M.D., Chairman
GERARD N. BURROW, M.D.
CHAIR, HEALTH CENTER BOARD OF DIRECTORS, Member Ex Officio
THE HONORABLE E PHILIP PRELLI
COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, Member Ex Officio
THE HONORABLE JOAN MCDONALD
COMMISSIONER OF ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, Member Ex Officio
THE HONORABLE MARK K. MCQUILLAN
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION, Member Ex Officio
LOUISE M. BAILEY
PHILIP P BARRY
MICHAEL A. BozzUTo
ANDREA DENNIS-LAVIGNE, D.V.M.
PETER S. DROTCH
LINDA P. GATLING
Ross GIONFRIDDO
LENWORTH M. JACOBS, JR, M.D.
REBECCA LOBO
MICHAEL J. MARTINEZ
DENIS J. NAYDEN
MICHAEL J. NICHOLS
THOMAS D. RITTER
WAYNE J. SHEPPERD
RICHARD TREIBICK
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
MICHAEL J. HOGAN
President of the University
PETER J. NICHOLLS
Provost and Executive Vice President for
Academic Affairs
LORRAINE M. ARONSON
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
BARRY M. FELDMAN
Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
PETER J. DECKERS
Executive Vice President for Health Affairs
and Dean, School of Medicine
and Murray-Heilig Professor of Surgery
PETER J. ROBINSON
Dean, School of Dental Medicine
ACADEMIC HONORS
University Scholar
The University Scholar designation is the highest scholastic honor at the University. The individualized undergraduate programs
of these students, which in some cases include work toward a graduate degree, are supervised by faculty committees. Up to thirty
students are selected as University Scholars in the junior year. Candidates for the University Scholar designation wear medals on gold
and blue ribbons at the commencement exercises.
Honors Scholar
Honors Scholars are outstanding students who complete intensive two- or four-year programs, including Honors courses of
unusual breadth and depth. Honors requirements include a senior thesis in the major field. Candidates for the Honors Scholar
designation wear medals on blue and white ribbons at the commencement exercises.
With Distinction
"With Distinction" is the University's designation for degrees earned by students who give evidence of significant achievement in
their major fields. Candidates for the graduation "with Dis tinction" wear medals on blue ribbons at the commencement exercises.
The names in this program do not constitute an official list. The students whose names are listed herein were considered c andidates for
the degree indicated when the program was printed, except where a prior date of graduation (August 24, 2007) is given. Questions or
concerns regarding names not listed should be directed to the Office of the Registr ar.
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
JONATHAN DIPILATO
	
AMBER ELIZABETH MCCOMAS 	 LISA M. RIoux
REBECCA JEAN ANNE EDWARDS	 CORNELIUS J. MOORE
DENNIE M. BURAK
DEBORA RACHEL GOTTFRIED
Graduates, August 24, 2007
BRIDGET FORTUNE SIBSON GARRETT MICHAEL THOMAS
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE & NATURAL RESOURCES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
MIA LINDSAY BALISE, in Diagnostic Genetic Sciences 	 ROBERT LAWRENCE BOVINO, in Animal Science
AZIZA ABIODUN
	
WILLIAM CADE BUNN
	 KYLE ERIC DRENNEN
MICHAEL ASARE
	
LYNNETTE MARIE CAHILL
	
DANIEL PATRICK DRISCOLL
ALLYSON L. AUSTIN	 LINDSAY RENEE CANNAVO	 MARC PAUL DUBOUR
WILLIAM T. BEYER	 ADAM THOMAS COOK	 DEBRA LEE DULMAINE-COONAN
POONAM H. BHAYSAR	 GREGORY M. CoUTU	 PATRICK VINCENT FRASER
YARIFALIA H. BLETSAS	 ASHLEY MARIE CRUZ	 AMBER REED GARLAND
LAURA MARIE BOGLISCH
	
ELIZABETH MARIE CUTLER
	
KRISTINA M. GuNn
ROBERT LAWRENCE BOVINO
	
JESSICA HEATHER DELEON
	
KATHERINE NICOLE GILBERT
EMILY LYNN BRECK
	
DANIELLE MARIE DEMAR
	
RACHEL MARIN GOFFMAN
JENNIFER MARIE BROOKS
	
CLINTON P. DOWARD, JR. 	 BRUCE G. GREGOIRE
Nine
KRISTI ANN HANCOCK
GRACE-ANN ALICIA HASTINGS
JONATHAN EDWARD HERMONOT
BRIG MICHAEL HOFFMAN
ERIC DALE HoLMES
KATHERINE ABBE HOUK
NoRA FRANCES HYNES
JULIUS JOSEPH ELIJAH JAMES
JORI ANN JOHNSON
ERIC SCOTT JONES
LISA MARIE JUDGE
ELIZABETH CHRISTINA KALWAT
BRENNA L. KELLEHER
JOSHUA BRYAN KING
MICHAEL JULIAN KYC
BEVERLY It LAMOUR
AUDRA STEPHANIE LEACH
CONTIEN LEAN
ANNE-ROSE LEBLANC
KWAME ACHEAMPONG
CRYSTAL MAE ACKERMAN
MATTHEW T. ARNONE
JENNIFER C. BECKER
SETH J. BERNIER
SCOTT BENJAMIN BROWN
SHEILA MAE BUAN
MALLORY ANN CARISSIMI
ROBERT JOHN CELENTANO
NICOLE ANNE COLANDREA
JENNIFER WHITNEY CURTIS
KERRI LYNN DEHM
NIHIT V. DESAI
DEIRDRE J. DRESLOUGH
KIM-TRANG DUONG
SABRINA MARIE FECTEAU
KARA ANNE FRANCO
DENISE ILENE GARCIA
DAVID MATTHEW GILLESPIE
JACLYN MARIE GORDON
LESLIE KATHRYN LEHMUS
JUSTIN W. LEIGHTON
JASON L. LYN
ANDREW J. MATTHESS
JILLIAN NICOLE MCCARTHY
PARUL JANAKKUMAR MODI
MACKENZIE RYAN MONAHAN
NATHANIEL REYNOLDS MOORE
TRISHA MUNI
THOMAS FRANCIS MURPHY IV
STEPHEN ANDREW NAPOLI
JENNIFER L. NOWSCH
CANDICE ALIDA PECK
CHRISTIAN JON PROIETTO
HAYA A. QURESHI
JUSTIN BRYAN QUINN
KATHRYN A. RATIGAN
CARRIE MARIE REYNOLDS
Graduates, August 24, 2007
KRYSTYNA GOROWSKI
DEBORA RACHEL GOTTFRIED
JOSHUA WILLIAM GRACEFFA
JENNIFER L. GRAKOWSKY
COREY RACHEL GREENE
BLAKE CHARLES HERNANDEZ
STEPHANIE LYNN HILBERT
NIKA HINES
CHRISTINA DOREEN HING
LOUIS BAXTER JONES
JASON MICHAEL KACZYNSKI
EILEEN JOYCE KELLY
GYEHYUN KIM
KRISTA RENÉE LASTRINA
BRIAN ANDREW LYNN
JAY VINCENT MANZI
NICHOLAS A. MAREAN
NICHOLAS JOHN MCNULTY
KRISTA MARIE MICHALCZYK
ELIZABETH ANN NASH
ANDRES SEBASTIAN ROMERO
LAUREN ALZUGARAY ROSARIO
KEN LAWRENCE RUSTERHOLZ
MARGARET F. SABIA
DOROTA SADEJ
BRITTANY MICHELLE SHROPSHIRE
JULIE ANNE SIMMONS
MARY KATHERINE STARR
NICHOLAS FRANCIS SULLIVAN
MARK BRIAN TOOLE
HIRAM VELEZ JR.
LAURA ELAINE VENEZIANO
ANNE C. WILDERMUTH
JESSICA RENEE WILLIAMS
JUSTIN LAWRENCE WOLFF
NICHOLAS STEPHEN WRIGHT
DIANE ZANIEWSKI
VICTORIA ANNE ZIELINSKI
JAMES O. OLALEYE
AMANDA ASHLEY PARILLO
CHELSEY NICOLE PUTERA
CLAUDIA ANNICK QUINTAS
KYLE P. RICHARD
JUSTYNA SADOWSICA
DANIEL SCOTT SATTLER
WILLIAM KILPATRICK SHERRY
RUTA SHINKEVICH
JILLLAN ANNE SWEENEY
ANDREW ROBERT SWETT
TAMIKA SIMONE TROTMAN
ASHLEY NICOLE VALENTINE
NATALIE ANN VENA
KIMBERLY ANNE WARREN
ANN M. WASHBURN
JORDAN KINDIG WHIPPLE
JAMIE MARIE WOODSIDE
AMANDA KAY WRIGLEY
KYLE E. BROSTEK, in Marketing
FRANK CHARLES MURPHY, in Accounting
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
KIMBERLY ELIZABETH SCHEMPP, n Health Care Management
KHALID ABBAS ABDULLAH
DAVID FRASER ANDERSON
CARLOS MANGO
GUILLERMO C. BERGER
PETER EDWARD BIHUNIAK
MAURA ANN BONANNI
Ten
SEAN MICHAEL BRADY-PLOURDE
KYLE E. BROSTEK
GLORIA FRANCESCA BUCCIERI
COLLEEN MICHELLE BUCKLEY
CHRISTY LAIYING CHAN
KRISTEN CONCIALDI
BRADFORD WILSON COOK
BRIANNA L. COOLBETH
JOSEPH KEVIN CUNNINGHAM
BRIAN PAUL DEMARCO
CHRISTA M. DONNELLY
MEGIN LEE DOYLE
NICHOLA ELAINE DWYER
TYSHEEN D'NIKA EDGE
KRISTIN LEE EISENMAN
JOHN CHRISTOPHER FREIHEIT
RHAEMA L. FRIDAY
VIKTORIYA GELFAND
MICHELLE PEREIRA GONCALVES
DEREK BRIAN GREEN
JACQUELINE MARIE GRIFFIN
GLAUCO ROLIN GRILLo
PHILLIP A. GUGLIELMI
NAOMI HA
ROBERT WILLIAM HAGMEIER
BRIAN MICHAEL HAVEN
MARGARET EMILY HAYN
OSCAR IVAN HERRADA
WILLIAM JOSEF IACOVO
ADEL ISZLAI
ELIZABETH K. JAMES
DENNIS EDWARD JEONG
FAISAL NABIN KASHEM
ERICA PAULA KASPERKOWIAK
JESSICA ELIZABETH KOLARIC
CAITANYA G. KOMMURU
TERESA ANIELA KWOLEK
ALPA C. LADANI
ROBERT LIU
JAMES V. LivoLSI
SARAH ANNE LONG
EWA LUPINSKA
CRAIG CLAYTON MACDONALD
PAWEL MACIULEWSKI
JESSICA MARIE MALONEY
ANDREW EDWARD MANGIAFICO
MARK EDWARD MCGILLICUDDY
JASON EDWARD MELLER
DANIELLE MARIE MONTANO
MONICA ANDREA MORA
ASHLEY MARIE MOSKE
JASON IRA MOSKOWITZ
FRANK CHARLES MURPHY
MINDY NAKIB
ROBERT STEVE NAVARRETE
KELECHI NDU
JAIME L. NELSON
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH OAKS
ANETA A. OSTROWSKI
JOSEPH ROBERT PARCIASEPE
MICHAEL ANTHONY PARILLO
SONIYA D. PATEL
DEBORAH ANN PEPIN
CHRISTINE MARIE PINA
MATTHEW EDWARD POWERS
VICTOR EDWARD RICHMOND
ILIRJAN RRUMBULLAKU
MARKO SAMARDZIJA
CATHERINE MARIE SAUR
KIMBERLY ELIZABETH SCHEMPP
RYAN MATTHEW SETZKO
YEVGENIYA AIEKSANDROVNA
SHULMAN
KLIM SHVED
MELANIE TIA SILVERMAN
JOSHUA C. SMILOWITZ
JENNIFER LYNN SMITH
JILLIAN ASHLEY STAHL
JENNIFER M. STEMKOWSKI
CAITLIN ANNE STUPAK
IVA I. TEMNISKOVA
SHAWN ROBERT THORNTON
JORGE ALBERTO TORRES
DEANNA DALLAS TRIPP
ALEKSANDRA VORONOVA
DANE ST. AUBIN WALTON
LISA LORENE WEINHEIMER
ETHAN JAMES WILCOx
STEVEN J. WOODRUFF, JR.
YuJIA ZHAI
PETER G. ZLOTNICK
ANDREA SANTOS ALMEIDA
DAVID M. ANDRAS
REBECCA MA ARKISON
JOSE A. ARRIAGA
MICHAEL JAMES BAUM
MICHAEL DAVID BICKNELL
ALEJANDRO BLANCO-MORENO
GARY JOSEPH BOIVIN J R.
ANNA IRONS BRENNECKE
OYHUK CHUNG
WILLIAM PHILIP COVIEO
DENA CUCHIARO
MUlENGA PERRY DIYOKA
CHRISTOPHER M. DUNLAP
KATHERINE ELIZABETH GALDO
BRIAN JOSEPH GELSOMINO
JESSICA ANN GRAZIANO
JAN RAYMOND GRINDROD
Graduates, August 24, 2007
ALMA HADZIC
DOUGLAS MICHAEL HAMEL
DANIEL J. HARDY
BRIAN ANTHONY HAYES
ERIK COOPER HENRY
TIMOTHY FRANCIS JAMILKOWSKI
STEPHEN RICHARD JANKINS
JASMINE J. JOHNSON
JENNIFER LOUISE LABBE
CLAUDEL LAROSE
LAUREN ELIZABETH LECLERC
TARALYN ANN LENGYEL-JACOVICH
BENJAMIN RICHARD LODGE
FRANCISCO LOPEZ
LORI MARSHALL
KOLIN M. MASON
JESSICA ADELE MILLER
ERNEST MINKAH
JOHN R. MURPHY
NAZISH NOMANI
PATRICK JOHN ORLANDO
ROBERTO MANUEL PARADIS
PHILLIP G. PLATT
IVAN A. RAMOS
JESSICA MARIE RICHARD
KATHERINE ROSE ROLLERI
MAAME AMA SAMPONG
PAUL M. SIMON
JENNIFER LYNN SKIBA
ASHLEY NICOLE SOLDAN
BRENDA MAE STEPINA
ALICIA OPAL TEMOCHE
DAVID PAUL UTKE
EDWARD ZISLIS
Eleven
NEAG SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MEAGAN LYNN PAsTRe
RICHARD RoY SIROIS, JR.
Graduates, August 24, 2007
COLLEEN CLAIRE DoRAN
JAMES EDWARD GREGG
ARI JUSTIN KARP
NIALL MURPHY
BRITTANY L. PODOlAK
ERIN CHAMBERLAIN ANDERSEN
DANA M. MORRIS
SAMANTHA NICOLE NESBETH
LAUREN WHITNEY BORRO
HEATHER M. BULL
ALISON M. CALLAHAN
RACHEL MICHELLE COHEN
RANDY ERIC DEHAAN
RACHEL LAURYN SMITH
ANGELO L. TODARO
KANALIA B. SAZALI
ERIC SEFF SCHNEIDER
PAULO PIMENTEL S ILVA
ANNA NICOLE SQUIRES
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
Honors Scholars
MATTHEW R SHAPIRO, in Computer Science &Engineering
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
ROBERT MARTIN DEGRAND
	
ROBERT NATHANIEL NORBEAU
	
KELLY ANN WEINZIMMER
Graduates, August 24, 2007
DEVIN THOMAS GAINES
	
DAVID JAY GEIs
RoY E. BEHYMER
PATRICK HOLT BOOTH
Huy N. BuI
SEAN MATTHEW BURDZY
CHRISTOPHER M. CIANO
BRIAN MATTHEW COOPER
CHASE RYAN DAVIS
CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM DECESARE
JOSEPH DEMETER
LUKENTZ MAKENZY DEROLY
LAIN DIMOND
ANDREW E. DODSON
KEVIN MICHAEL DUFFY
OMAR WASHINGTON ENGLISH
FRANCISCO T. FADUL
CAROLYN FOSTON
MD ADNAN FOYSOL
BRIAN RUSSELL FULLER
RYAN THOMAS HEAFY
MATTHEW C. HINES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
JAY JuH
KRENAR JUSUFI
PATRICK JOHN KEATING
SETH M. KENNEY
KOLAWOLE LADOJA
DAVID A. LANIER
KYLE M. LOTRING
KEITH D. MALLOY
LAURA JANE MARIANO
RADU MATEI
GERALD P. MATYSCHSYK
GARRETT R MAYHEW
SEAN PATRICK MCLAUGHLIN
JONATHAN EUGENE MCLEOD
TIMOTHY R. MORIN, JR.
JAMES ROBERT ORFITELLI
NICOLE LEANNE OUIMET
DIMITRIOS PANTAZIS
MATTHEW J. PEARSON
WILLIAM S. PERDIKAKIS
JOSHUA TZVI PINNOLIS
RICARDO ANTONIO RHONE
FABIANO DE CARVALHO SANTIN
PATRICK JOSEPH SCHAEDLER
JESSE RUSSELL SCHOFIELD
TODD JOSEPH SCHUMAN
MATTHEW R SHAPIRO
ROBERT THOMAS SLADEN
DUSTIN M. SMITH
MATTHEW JOHN STRUSKI
STEPHEN ANTHONY SURACE
CARL JOHN TERRICCIANO
CRAIG A. THOMAS
BENJAMIN WEBB
NATHAN E. WHITE
ANDREW D. WILHELMSEN
ERIN E. WILKINSON
KATHERINE ELIZABETH ZILM
Twelve
MATTHEW BLAKE BOUCHER
JOSHUA PATTERSON BROWN
HARRISON WILLIAM DEAMON
NICOLAS JOSEPH FIGUEIREDO
MICHAEL JOSEPH GENTILE
SCOTT A. HARDISON
MELISSA D. JOLIE
DANIEL CAMERON ARPAIA
Graduates, August 24, 2007
SARAH JEAN KNODLER
JAMES FRANCIS KRIEDEL
JAMES MICHAEL MAURO
SCoT KUYK MCQUOID
Roy A. MEGGIE
WILLIAM CHARLES O'BRIEN
NANDAN AsHOK PATEL
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
WILLIAM DOLCE
KATIE LYNNE SAWICKI
PAUL E. Son
EVAN JOSEPH STEINER
ERIC CHARLES SWEETSER
LIEM QUANG TRUONG
KEVIN MICHAEL TYLER
PHENG YANG
JOHN PETER LEIBFRIED
Graduate, August 24, 2007
ISAIAH SYKES
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Honors Scholar
TEAGAN ANNE SMITH, in Art
BACHELOR OF ARTS
LYSSA SONYA BROOKS
ANDREW LAURENCE FREEDMAN
CRYSTAL MARIE CULVEY
KATHERINE M. JONES
PATRICK WILLIAM REARDON
JASON T. THOMAS
Graduates, August 24, 2007
JULIANA KOLES
MICHAEL BANNING PASCUZZI
VIRGINIA FULLER WETZEL
ANDRE JOHN SANTIAGO
COURTNEY FALLON SMITH
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
DEAN W ALcoTT
KALIN MARIE BORNER
GLENDON RHODES BROWN
SONIA CHAUDHARY
JORDAN YOUNG DANIS
SCOTT' EvAN DAROS
STEPHANIE ALISON DRESCHER
ANDREA MARIE FARR
ZAIMIS OMAR FERNANDEZ
CAITLIN LEE FITZGIBBONS
ELIZABETH JEAN GIBBINGS
AARON ANN GREGORY
KELLY CHRISTINE HOFFMAN
DANIELLE ELIZABETH JEWETT
KARA MARIE MARINO
SARAH A. MIKOLOWSKY
CASEY EMMITT MILLER
DEREK D. MULLEN *
* Candidate for two degrees 	 Thirteen
STEPHANIE MARIE POIRIER
	
TEAGAN ANNE SMITH
	
WILLIAM HENRY WILSON
TINA LYNN ROYCE
	
MICHAEL FRANCIS STENTA
	
XIAOLI YANG
Graduates, August 24, 2007
ALYSA MARCIELLA AURIEMMA
	
MARY KIM HARMON
	
NICOLE MARIE RINCON
SEAN JOSEPH BRENNAN
	
CAITLIN LORRAINE ORBAN
	
CHRISTOPHER DANIEL RIVARD
JACLYN M. CANE
	
SHANNAN AILEEN O'ROURKE
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
DELCINEA AYERS LUTES
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
University Scholars
ZOHAIB RASHEED
VICTORIA A. WILLIAMS
JOSEPH JOHN AMBROGIO, in Molecular d Cell Biology
TIMOTHY PATRICK ANDRIKS, in Economics
DINA MARIE BADIE, in Interdisciplinary Studies
ALENA D. DILLON, in English
REBECCA ANN FLOR, in Psychology
ANNE-KAREN JOSE, in Biopsychology
TRISTAN JAMES KADING, in Marine Chemistry
KELLY LYNN KEARNEY, in Human Development
& Family Studies
Honors Scholars
MATTHEW WILLIAM PAYNE, in English
ANDREA MARIE PIASCIK, in Political Science
ZOHAIB RASHEED, in Philosophy
RINKU B. SUREJA, in Molecular d' Cell Biology
ALEXANDRIA L. THORNTON, in Molecular of Cell Biology
NOAH TURNER, in Sociology
VICTORIA A. WILLIAMS, in Physiology & Neurobiology
CASSANDRA DAWYT ABELL
SCOTT ACKLEY
JAMEL LAMONT ADAMS
LAURA KATE ALAVIAN
MICHAEL JOHN ALBANESE
BRIENNE N. ALBASI
JESSICA MYERS ALVAREZ
Moro ENPI AMADI
TIMOTHY PATRICK ANDRIKS
KENDRA LYNN ANZALONE
CHRISTINE P. ARATHUZIK
TARYN ANNE ARGENTA
KATHARINA AUGUSTIN
KRISTINA DIANE AXON
MAISHA CECILE BACOTE
DINA MARIE BADIE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
CHRISTINA LAUREN BAINTON
NIKI A. BARBADIMOS
RYAN RICHARD BARRY
JONATHAN ANDREW BARTON
SHAWN RAYMOND BEALS
LAWRENCE A. BECKETT, JR.
MEGAN ROSE BELLODY
THALIA BERARDOZZI
CARR LEONIDAS BERNARD
RYAN C. BERRIs
SUJITH RAO BHASHYAM
ADIS BILAL
MATTHEW EDMUND BLINSTRUBAS
EMILY JEAN BOARDMAN
MATTHEW PHILIP BOHANNAN
TARYN BOLOTIN
JULIA DAVIDSON BOLTON
SARAH HELEN BOUCKOMS
NICOLE ANN BRANDANO
CHRISTIAN BRAVO
PHILLIP GERARD BREAULT
KIRSTIN L. BREINER
CHRISTINE ELIZABETH BRENTON
RACHEL ELIZABETH BRODY
ADAM ROBERT BROTHERS
CHARLES A. BROWN, JR.
TIFFANY MELISSA BROWN
MARK RALPH BUCCI
MIRZA BUCUK
PHILIP SHERIDAN BURNHAM
ANTHoNY L. BYERS
LAUREN MICHFI IP BYRON
Fourteen
GABRIELLE ETHEL CACERES
KIERA BETH CANCIANI
NICHOLAS ANTHONY CANZELLARINI
DANIEL JOSEPH CARROLL
ELIZABETH LYNN CASEY
GARRETT MICHAEL CELADON
OWEN DANIEL CHAPUT
KYLE DOUGLASS CHARETTE
SHIM RAFIQ CHAUDHRY
HENG XIN CHEN
WEN SUI CHEN
JUSTIN CURTIS CHENEY
ROBERT CHENG
EMMA JANE CHEPYA
ROBERT JON CHIACCHIO
CHUKWUDI E. CHIJINDU
DANIEL PATRICK CHURCH
ALESSANDRO WILLIAM CICCARELLI
KRISTINA LAUREN CIPRIANO
VINCENT PAUL COCOLLA
GISELLE COLON
LUIS E. COLON
ELENA BEATRIZ CONDE
KATHRYN SANTEE CONSIDINE
JORDAN ROBERT COOKE
RYAN THOMAS CORDEIRO
LAUREN C. COREY
MARISSA ANNE COTE
DANIEL JOHN CRAMER
EVAN JAMES CRAMER
AMBER LYNN CROMEENES
NICOLE ANNE CROSS
BARBARA CRUZ-VIERA
CYNTHIA MARLENE CUELLAR
TIMOTHY EDWARD CYBULSKI
CATHERINE GRACE DAGON
MICHAEL STEPHEN D'ANGELOS
CHRISTOPHER CHARLES DAVIS
JULIA ROSE DEAN
TARA MELODY DEAN
PHILLIP JAMES DECOTEAU
CHRISTINE T. DELVECCHIO
MATTHEW DEMARTINO
RICARDO ALVAREZ DEMETRIUS
MARK QUINN DEFACE
ANDREA H. DEPRODOCINI
DARIA A. DEPTULA
ROCK DESTINE
ALENA D. DILLON
THOMAS D. DILLON
EDWARD MICHAEL DIPRIMIO
AJIT DIVARANIYA
WILLIAM DOLCE
SHAWN MALLORY DRACZYNSKI
TRAVIS VINCENT DREW
DOMINIQUE EVELYN DUBE
DOUGLAS ERNEST DUHAIME
JUSTINE MARIE DUNN
SAROEUN E
KYLE LAMONT ELDER
TIMOTHY M. ENOS
BENJAMIN RUDOLPH ESCOBEDO
CHRISTINE ANN ESPOSITO
JOEL TAYLOR ETHIER
KATHERINE S. FARISH
KATHLEEN M. FEAVER
BRETT STEPHEN FERRIS
MARYSA SILVANA FIORITA
THOMAS JOHN FISHER
STEPHANIE ELIZABETH FLOKOS
REBECCA ANN FLOR
JUSTIN M. FORSYTH
STEPHANIE BURNS Fox
SIMON ALEXANDER FRANKOWSKI
JOSEPH MICHAEL FRIEDHOFF
MEGAN MAYO FUCHS*
JAMES DOUGLAS FULLAM
JOSEPH JOHN GALAZIN
TED ANTHONY GARRY
KEISHA M. GILLIAMS
BHARAT R. GOBERDHAN
MARINA GOLFO
EWA GOLINO
MARESSA MARIE GONZALEZ
DENNIS CHRISTOPHER GORDON
ALICIA MARIE GOSFORD
ROSEMARY GRACE
TIFFANY NICOLE GREEN
CATHERINE T. GREGORY
SEAN GRADY GRIFFIN
GLAUCO ROLIN GRILLO
RONA TALI GRUTA
NICOLE MONIQUE GUEVARA
RUCHI GUPTA
CHRISTINA TOREZ GURAHOO
JACOB ALEXANDER HALLER HUGHES
PATRICK RYAN HALLIGAN
DENNIS PAUL HAMMER
ROSS K. HAMMOND
DRAKE ROBERT HASTINGS
MANDY HAYES
KIMBERLEE A. HAYHURST
BRIAN M. HENNIGAN
LAURA C. HETTINGER
BRIAN WILLIAM HICKEY
STEPHANIE HILLINSKI
JENNIFER ROSE HOOD
HEATHER MARIE HORBACZEWSKI
KENNETH RICHARD HUFFINE
JUNG-HWAN SEIGE HWANG
LINDSAY ANN HYLAND
GREGORY S. HYMAN
ANTHONY A. IPPOLITI
LADONNA R. JACKSON
AMY LYNN JANCEWICZ
EDWARD WILLIAM JANSSEN IV
TARAH ROLANDE JARDA
MARK ANDREW JOHANSEN
ASHLEY ANN JONES
ANNE-KAREN JOSE
NICOLE ANN JOSLIN
AHYUN JUN
NICHOLAS JUNCADELLA
SEVAN LILLIAN KALAYJIAN
ELIZABETH CHRISTINA KALWAT
KATHERINE ANNE KANE
OK GU KANG
ASHLEY TREASURE KELLY
MOLLY LAUFER KENEFICK
BRIANNE ELIZABETH KENNEDY
JENNIFER NYARKOA KESSIE
ADNAN KHALID
CHANG SOO KIM
RUSSELL ASTFALK KIMES III
KERRI ELIZABETH KIM KNELLINGER
WALTER MICHAEL KOBIALKA
JOHN MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ
BRIANA LEIGH KOZA
MARYN PAIGE KOZEROWITZ
JENNIFER LEIGH KRAMBERG
DAVID ROBERT KREAGER
ERIN MICHELLE LAFRATTA
ERIN KATHLEEN LALLY
JONATHAN V. LAM
NGOC MY LAM
KATHERINE MARIE LAMBERT
SHONRAEL P. LANIER
BRENDAN CARL LARSON
JULIE MARIE LAVERTY
BRIAN EDWARD LAWRENCE
SHANE W. LEAHY
JESSICA SARAH LECLAIR
MATTHEW ALAN LEFEVRE
WILlIAM MALCOLM LEICHTER
DAVID CHRISTOPHER LEISTEN*
PIA-ROBERTA LESTRADE DAHMS
STEVEN M. LE WARN
BETHANY ANN LEWIS
ANDY LI
CHRISTINE ANNE LINER
MICHAEL DAVIp LINGENHELD
AMBER M. LIPPY
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH LISI
MATTHEW DOMENIC LOMBARDI
SHERI ANN LONDON
TYLER RAY LONGLAND
KRISTI LYNN LORENZINI
RON S. LUGASHI
PATRICIA IRENE LUTIAN
JUSTIN G. LUTZKER
ScoTT MICHAEL LYKE
* Candidate for two degrees 	 Fifteen
RYAN CHARLES LYNCH
CORA ELIZABETH LYNN
JAKE K. MA
KRISTINE ANN MACDONALD
DEBORAH A. MACINTOSH
GARY V. MACK
DAVID JOHN MAILLY, JR.
NIOKA NICOLE MALCOLM
ERNEST THEODORE MANALIS
LOUIS JOHN MANGENE, JR.
JAGADISH J. MANVI
MAJELLA D. MARK
NATHAN ALBERT MARSHALL
RYAN CLIFFORD MARSTON
NICOLE J. MARTIN
KRIS HENRY MASIAS
CORY NEVINS MASTRANDREA
MARISA ERIN MCBRIDE
JENNIFER ELIZABETH MCCOY
PATRICK M. MCGOWAN
KATHERYN L. MCGRATH
LIZA VICTORY MCKENNEY
JOSHUA DANIEL MCMAHON
DOMAN TYLER MELKONIAN
PABLO ROBERTO MENDEZ RUIZ
RUBY MENSAH
Ross HAMILTON MENZE
EMMA FAYE MEYER
PAUL ANDREW MICHAELS
CAROL ANNE MICHALAK
AMY LEIGH MITURA
CLORINDA E. MOCCIA
ERIKA N. MOFFETT
FRANCIS MICHAEL MOHR
LAUREN KARA MONTANARO
DANIEL I F MARIA MOREK
JEREMY TAYLOR MORIN
MICHAEL ALLYN MORIN
PATRICK DANIEL MORIN
SANTO PAUL MOTTA, JR.
NAKI MOURTIDES
KRISTA MURAWSKI
ANNA JANE MURPHY
REBEKAH JEAN MUSSER
ANNE KUNDITAN NAKAAR
AMY E. NANASSY
TOBY ALEXANDER NAPOLETANO
HEATHER DAWN NATHAN
FERNANDO JOSE NAZARIO
ANDREW MARLON NELSON
PATRICK MALACHI NEWKIRK
MARK CHARLES NIZNANSKY
ADNAN NUR
HEATHER LIN O'BRIEN
PIOTR OKRASA
PATRICK NEIL O'LEARY
KENN M. ORLOWSKI
CASSANDRE ORTIZ
MICHAEL PATRICK O'SHEA
PAUL DAVID PADEGIMAS
LAUREN MARIE PALOZEJ
JASON WILLIAM PARAJECKAS
MICHELE ROSE PARKS
MATTHEW WILLIAM PAYNE
MATTHEW J. PEARSON
LIZZY FELICE PEIJS
MARTHA PEREZ
JON DANIEL PERRY
ROBERT MARK PHUNG
ANDREA MARIE PIASCIK
LOURDINE S. PIERRE
AMY EVELYN PIORKOWsKI
MICHAEL THOMAS PITCHER
IGOR PODOPRIGORA
JosE E. PONCE
MIKHIL PRABHU PONKSHE
CARLIE DIANE PORTER
ANDREA ELLEN PUGLISI
NATHAN J. PUPILLo
DANIEL RAYMOND PUTNAM
ADIB SUFIAN QUAZI
PAUL MICHAEL RAIMONDI
ZOHAIB RASHEED
JOSEPH BERNARD REID
SHAUNA MONIQUE REID
JAMES A. REOPELLE
JONATHAN THOMAS RESTIVO
WILLIAM T. RHODES
MICHAEL SCOTT RICCIARDELLI
WAYNE DAVID RICHARDSON
JOMAIRA LYNETTE RINCÓN
BRIAN WALTER RIORDAN
FERNANDO RIVERA, JR.
JOSHUA JAMES ROBERTS
TYLER JOHN ROBIDA
ARIEL SEAN ROBINSON
BRUCE CHARLES ROBINSON
JULIA GABRIELE ROESLER
MICHAEL LOUIS ROMANELLI
MARINA YASHINTA ROMANO
JESI MARIA ROMANOWSKI
NATALIA CHERYL ROOF
GARvIN L. Roos III
CHAD A. ROSENBERG
KIRK STUART ROUND
JAMES PAUL RUSSO
CHRIS A. SALCEDO
ELIZABETH ANN SAMEROTTI
ALEXANDRA MARIE SANCHEZ
TRAVIS JOHN SANTA
MICHAEL JAMES SAPIENZA
MARGARET STEVENS SAWYER
CASSANDRA DAWN SAXTON
ROBERT J. SCHMIDT
TED DANIEL SCHULTZ
HALLEY KATE SCHWEBER
ANDREW JOHN SCHWEIKHER
STEVE MICHAEL SEALY, JR.
JOANE SEIDE
DEMYS YAMARI SERRANO
AMANDA VIRGINIA SHANLEY
CHRISTOPHER MATHEW SHARPE
BILLY JAMES SHEA
CURT DAVID SHEPPARD
JONATHAN DANIEL SHEWBROOKS
ALBERT SHIU
BANIA SHOWAH
MEGHAN ELIZABETH SILVA
PREDA SIM
CHRISTOPHER SLIVA
KAMILA M. SLOWAKIEWICZ
GREGORY R. SMITH
JOHN MICHAEL SMITH
NICOLE MARIE SMITH
KHEMCHAND SOOKRAJ
CHRISTOPHER SORGE
RAFAELA S. SORIANO
THANOUTHONG SOULIGNAVONG
WILLIAM PATRICK STAPLETON
ADAM LOUIS STEFON
ALAN NEIL STEVENSON, JR.
JONATHON MICHAEL STOMSKI
MEGAN ELIZABETH STONE
KYLE P. SULLIVAN
SHRINA SUREJA
ASHLEY LYNN SWAFFORD
LARISSA MARIE SYDOR
ROBERT LOUIS SZIVOS
NATALIA TABAKIN
JAMES S. TABER
DANIEL ERNEST TAGGART
LEERONE TAL
JEFFREY N. TAYLOR
HEATHER ROSE TERLUK
NICOLE GABRIELLE TERRIEN
SOUNTHALY THAMMAVONG
MICHAEL BARRY THAYER
KELLY LYNNE THIBODEAU
KRISTINE VALEDA THIEL
ASHLEY ALYSSA THODY
DONALD G. THOMAS
CHRISTINA TIFTIKIDIS
DAVID A. TILLBERG
JOHN GIANOULIS TINIAKOS
TERESA MARIE TIRABASSI
FAY A. TOLASSI
KEILA LEE TORRES
REJEANNE PATRICIA TOUSSAINT
MICHAEL JAMES TOWER
ALIXANDRA  ELIZABETH TREVISO
LARISA ARKADYEVNA TREYSTER
Sixteen
ALLISON JEAN TRIMBLE
ELLIOTT WELKER TROTT
CHRISTIAN A. TsANTIRIs
ADAM BENJAMIN TULIN
NOAH TURNER
MATTHEW MICHAEL UNTIET
JEREMY MARK USETED
MICHAEL LEFTERIS VALSAMIS
KATHERINE SUE VINICONIS
IRINA VODONOS
VINH XUAN VUONG
EMILY ANNE WALL
HEIDI KRISTIN WALLACE
LINDSEY ANN WARD
REBECCA JEAN WATSON
RACHEL NICHOLE WATTS
BENJAMIN ALLEN WEBER
TANYA LEE WENKE
JEFF MACNEIL WHISLER
RYAN PAUL WHITLEY
COLBY ANNE WILLIAMS
ROBERT JOSEPH LOPRESTI WILSON
KIMBERLY ANN WINTER
LISA MARGARET WISNIEWSKI
RACHEL LAURA WOLFE
WING SHAN WONG
NICHOLAS RYAN WOODS
COREY D. WRIGHT
JOHN D. YANKOWICH
GIDEON WARREN YOUNG
PAUL C. YOVINO
TIERNEY MARIE YUHAS
JUNG JOON YUN
MARJAN SUSAN ZANJANI
ALYSON REBECCA ZIBELL
KATHERINE HELEN ZOTTI
GIOVANNI ZULUAGA
Graduates, August 24, 2007
CASEY LEIGH ALBERT
STEPHANIE ROSE ALLEN
KRISTYNA NICOLE ALLSOP
OGOM BRADLEY AMAECHI
ASHLEY ANDERSON
MATTHEW J. APPLEBAUM
LISA MARIE ARSENAULT
José A. AvILA, JR.
MATTHEW THOMAS BACCO
JEANNE LYNN BALDWIN
CEYLAN BALLAR
RYAN T. BANNISTER
FARA CRISTINA BARRETO
SAMANTHA JANE BELL
IVY LYNN BERNIER
JEFFREY MARK BESSETTE
PAUL NICHOLAS BIRDSALL
TIMOTHY WILLIAM BONAVITA
KATE-ELIZABETH BOUSAADA
LAWRENCE ANTONIO BOWDEN
KATHERINE CRESCENTIA
BRAZAUSKAS
RAMON EDUARDO BREA
JUDITH LYNNE BUENING
CHRISTOPHER PATRICK BULGER
BRITTANY A. BURKE
JEFFREY S. BUSNARDA
OSCAR ENRIQUE CAAMANO
MEREDITH LAUREN CAMPBELL
CHRISTOPHER W. CANTU
DEVON ASHLEY CAPPIELLO
MICHAEL ANTHONY CARIGLIA
ANTHONY VINCENT CARUSO
DIANE CASARETTI
MEAGAN J FF CESARo
LIA M. CESTARO
HANNAH S. G. CHASTAIN
JAVERIA CHAUDHRY
MONICA FRANCES CHMIELNICKI
KENNETH ROBERT CHURCH*
MARY P. CIEMIER
CHRISTOPHER-MICHAEL ROCCO
CINELLI
REBECCA ELISE CIOBAN
CASSANDRA M. CLEMENTS
ANDREW JOSEPH COFIELD
JESSICA IDA COLEBROOK
TIMOTHY JAMES COLEGROVE
VINCENT CHARLES COLWELL
AUSTIN TRUE COMANDO
DAVID ANDREW CONTE
DENISE ANN CORDES
LISA MARIE COULOMBE
BENJAMIN HENRY CUSTIN
ANTHONY R. D'ADEMO
MATTHEW GREGORY DAGATA
AMBER FAYE DAIGLE
CHARLES LOUIS DASH, JR.
STEPHEN LOFFT DEANGELI
ALBANA DEDA
LAURA NICOLE DEJULIA
VINCENT JAMES DEMARZO III
STEEVE DERMAL
ASHLEY ELIZABETH DMNERE
CHRISTINA JANE DOKAS
MATTHEW G. DOYLE
LEANNE E. DRAPEAu
MEREDITH LYNN DRUM
NICOLE DUBIEL
CHRISTOPHER HALL DUNCAN
MONIKA VICTORIA DZIUBASIK
ASHLEY NICOLE FAIL
SEVERINO ETTORE FASULO
THOMAS JOHN FELEKEY
CLAUDIA I. FERREIRA*
THOMAS HENRY FILIPPONE
KRISTIE NICOLE FOOTE
STANLEY HARRISON FORD II
LAUREN JOAN FREDETTE
NICHOLAS LAURENT FROGLEY
KEITH EDWARD GALLAGHER
RYAN ANTHONY GALLANT
ALEXANDER JON GAMBINI
NIMA GERAMI
WILLIAM JOSEPH GIONFRIDDO
ROSS MICHAEL GJEDE
SAMANTHA D. GOUGH
AMY BETH GOZEMBA
LEAH M. GRAY
ALISSA ANNE HAIGHT
CHRISTOPHER JOHN HAMMOND
PATRICK Z. HANLON
MAUREEN CATHERINE HART
AMBER MARYE HAYGOOD
TRAVIS WALLACE HERMAN
KRISTINA LEANN HISTEN
MORGAN KIRK HOLLAND
MICHAEL JOSEPH HoULE
CELINA MARIE HOWARD
EMILY ANN HURSTY
DIANA JACOBS
ANNA D. JAKUBEK
STEPHANIE LYNN JARM
ASHLEY ALWYN JOHNSON
ERIK JAMES JOHNSON
JENEEN E. JONES
TORAH JONES
MATTHEW FRANK JORDAN
ANDRZEJ KARWOWSKI
BARRY JOHN KEENAN
SARAH ELISE CHINCHILLA KELLER
RUSSELL EDWIN KEMP III
BENJAMIN L. J. KENNEDY
OSMAN AHMAD KESHAWARZ
KATHERINE LYNDSEA KOEBBE *
JOANNA MEREDITH KOFT
ANITA KOMARETH
TYLER KORN
ANGELOS ALEXIS KOSKINAS
KINGA AGNIESZKA KOSTECKI
* Candidate fir two degrees Seventeen
JUSTIN IAN KUPEC
JOSEPH JOHN LABARBERA
NATHAN Ross LALLY
ASSAD HASSAN LAYNE
ELLEN LAZAREV
AIMEE E. LEE
SCOTT MICHAEL LEE
AMELIA LEIB
ELIZABETH ANN LEIDT
ALISON CLAIRE LEVACK
ROBERT JOSEPH LEVASSEUR
JEFFREY CHUNG-WAI LEW
CLAUDIA LerOY
KRISTEN MARIE LONSKY
JONATHAN HOANG LY
MATTHEW BRIAN MACDONALD
FRANCIS JOSEPH MAHER
BRENDAN LORENZ MAHONEY
MARC RYAN MALONE
AMANDA MARIE MASELLA
LAURA MATCHESON
AARON LEE MATTHEW
GREGORY DOUGHERTY MAYER
IICEE MCCLOUD
KRISTIE ANNE MCGARRY
JESSICA L. MCHAFFIE
NICHOLAS C. MCNALLY
MARIC LOUIS MCWEENEY
JOHN E. MEAICEM
RISHI MEHTA
ANTHONY ROBERT MERENDINO
STEPHEN JOSEPH MERONE
MATTHEW PHILIP MICHAUD
KILEY SHANA MIELCZAREK
MELANIE S. MIHALIAK
DANIEL C. MILL
HEATHER L. MILLIKEN
CHELSEA LOUISE MIOLEE
CARLOS ALEJANDRO MONTANEZ
LINDSAY H. MORANN
LUIS PINHO MOREIRA
KATHERINE MORGADO
DAVID PAUL MORGANA, JR.
MEGAN MORRISSEY
ANA FILIPA MOTA
CAITLIN ANNE MURPHY
JAMES PATRICK MURPHY
DENISA NANO
JENNIFER KIM NGUYEN
PHILLIP EDWARD NOVICKI
TERENCE PATRICK O'BRIEN
VIRASITH OUTAMA
SARAH PENNINGTON
MARC ANTHONY PIACENTINI
JUSTIN THOMAS PODBIELSKI
JOHN JASON PROTZKO
KRISTOPHER SCOTT QUINTILIANI
ORLANDO ANDRES REBOREDO
NIKKI BREY RIBEIRO
REBECCA V. RIVARD
GABRIELLA MAE ROBUCCIO
BRENDA RODRIGUEZ
REBECCA MARIA RODRIGUEZ
OWEN EDWARD ROGERS
ZAK H. ROMANOFF
CORINNE ELIZABETH ROMBERG
VICTORIA L. ROSA
DAVID ALEXANDER ROSE
LIZETTE S. ROVALDI
STEVEN LEE RUBIN
DEBORAH SARAH RUBOCK
ELIZABETH AMALIA RUIZ
MELISSA A. RUSHEFSKI
ALISSA KATHERINE RYAN
EMANUEL SANTIAGO
ROMAN MATHIAS SCHLESINGER
BRETT JAMES SCHROEDER
ANTHONY SCIARRA
RYAN PAUL SCORDATO
SARAH LEIGH SCOTTI
RUCHI KIRTI SHAH
CHANTHAVISUK SINGHARAJ
JENNIFER LYNN SKIBA
ALEXANDER BUCK SLATER
MALGORZATA SLYSZ
CHARON RICHARD SMALLS
ROBERT C. SMEDLEY
HALDAN JOSEPH PFLUEGER SMITH
JAHI SANKAI SMITH
NIKOLAI A. SOKOLOV
EMRE CAN SONAT
CHRISTOPHER MATHEW SOPER
VERONICA CRISTINA SPEDALIERE
AMANDA LYNN SPENCER
MICHELLE LAUREN SPITLER
KIMBERLY D. STOVER
AIMEE LYNN STUPAK
JOSEPH THOMAS SZABO
ELENA VIOLANTE TAMAYO
KATHRYN EMILY TARASKEWICH
MARK TIMOTHY TASHJIAN
STEPHEN G. THATER
SARA CHRISTINE THEINER
JULIE CHRISTINE THIVIERGE
JAMES ANDREW TINLEY
KEITH TROSELL
KASEY BROOKE TROUTNER
MICHAEL JOSEPH TRZCINSKI
LARA JESSICA ULLMAN
JASMIN E. VAZQUEZ
ERIC VILAR
GREGORY JOHN VITELLI
THANH-NHA THUY Vo
REBECCA LYNNE WEBBE
KELLY FRANCES WEISENBERG
ERICA MARIE WELLS
DIANA L. WICKMAN
REBECCA LYNN WILLIAMS
RUSSELL MICHAEL WILLIAMS
JAIME LYNN WILLIE
ERIK MICHAEL WOLF
TIMOTHY ANDREW WONG
CAMILLE D. WRIGHT
LAI XU
KRISTIN LEE ZELESNIK
ANNA EDWIGE IBITAYO ALUKO
JOSEPH JOHN AMBROGIO
ELIZABETH ANNE ARTRIP
DANIELLE MARIE AUSTIN
ADRIAN CEZAR BALIKOWSKI
LAURA NADINE BEERS
LAUREN ELIZABETH BLOMBERG
LIANA MARIE BOOP
BRIAN E CAMPBELL
CHRISTOPHER C. CASTALDI
CHRISTINE AURORE CHARRON
SAURAV GREY CHATTERJEE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
JANE ODINAKACHUKWU CHIME
SEPTIMIU COZMUTA
KAROL CYLKO
STEVEN ARLO DASARO
MAURA KAY DODD
JENNIFER MARIE DOMINGUEZ
MICHAEL LAWRENCE DONAGHER
SHAWN MALLORY DRACZYNSKI
BENJAMIN ADRIC DUNN
GREG JONATHAN EHRHARDT
LAURA A. EKLOF
HEATHER MARIE FAULKNER
JONATHAN BAILEY GADDIS
KATHI FFN E GHERARD
KRISTIN MICHELLE GILLOTTI
COURTNEY A. GOLD
MAGDALENA GREGORCZYK
KATHRYN MARIE AMPARO GUDSNUK
KRISTA ANGELA GUGLIOTTI
ERIN ELIZABETH HAGGERTY
TRACY ANNE HARRINGTON
LISA A. HELMING
KIMBERLY PATRICIA HUNTER
EMILY JOY JENSEN
Eighteen
FILIPE MIGUEL JOAQUIM
SYLVIA KACZMARCZYK
TRISTAN JAMES KADING
KATERINA KASPARIS
KELLY LYNN KEARNEY
ASHLEY MARIE LAVIGNE
AUDRA STEPHANIE LEACH
LAURA FARRELL LINDQUIST
AMANDA ELLEN LITVINCHYK
MARISSA LYNN LLOYD
WALTER ERIK LOTECZKA
PAULA ANDREA LUCUARA
VICTORIA R MASSEY
ISAAC MAYCOTTE
MARGARET ELIZABETH MCKEOWN
KELLY ANN MILLER
KELLYN JEANNE MISSET
PARUL JANAKKUMAR MODI
WILLIAM ARTHUR O'HARA
UYIOSA EGHOSA OSAGIE
MICHAEL C. PASS
KELLY ANN PETROPULOS
CLAUDIA ALISON PIRES
SHANNON MARGARET PITCHER
AMIE LEE POMERLEAU
MIRUNA CRISTIANA POPESCU
VOICULESCU
MELANIE JOAN RAUBESON
JAMIE L. RAll
TONYA M. REID
NICOLA M. H. RICKER
KRISTIN I.FF ROBERTS
JANICE GILBUENA RONA
KEN LAWRENCE RUSTERHOLZ
ASHLEY CHRISTINA SAAB
KRISTA SHOEMAKER
ELYSE D. SHUTAK
JARED D. SOMODY
EMILY KATE STONE
RINKU B. SUREJA
VICKEY S. TERRELL
ALEXANDRIA L. THORNTON
ROSE E. THREADGOULD
NICHOLE MARIE TIERNAN
KRISTINA MARIE TUCKER
ELLEN C TYNDELL
LISSETTE VALENTIN
QUY P. VINH
ROBERT EDWARD VIOLANO III
KATHERINE HELEN WARMBOLD
NATALIE ADELE WHEELER
VICTORIA A. WILLIAMS
DIANE ZANIEWSKI
LILIANA ZEA
CAROLINA C. AGUILA
FRANK ASIEDU
SHOSHANA FAITH BELFER-TYLER
JONATHAN ISAAC BENICHOV
PATRICK JAMES BRENNAN
KYLE A. BRUCKNER
SHANNON CATHERINE BURKE
SARAH KAITLYN CHAMBERS
ALICIA M. COLQUHOUN
CHARLENE LARA CUMMINGS
CHARLES LOUIS DASH, JR.
FEDLYNE DESROSIERS
JENNIFER ELIZABETH DESTEFANO
JASON MICHAEL DION
PANNES DIOSES
S. CULLEN DuNN
ALBINA EJUPI
KATHLEEN ALICE ELLIOTT
RACHEL ANN FAZIO
SETH DAVID FOGARTY
ELIZABETH FONG
DANA MONIQUE FOWLER
KSENIA GAFTANIUK
TARA ANN GARCIA
JOSHUA GONZALEZ
MELISSA SUSAN HARRIS
BROOKE C. HAZEN
WARREN PETER HOLLAND-RECINE
I FSLIE ANN HURLBURT
Graduates, August 24, 2007
JOLANTA DANUTA JEDRZKIEWICZ
KERRI RACHEL JOSEPH
KRISTIN MARIE JOSLIN
JOSHUA DANIEL KAISER
ANEELA RABIA KAZMI
TERRI-ANN D. KELLY
NIDA KHALID KHAN
MARK ROGER KINIRY
LEAH MARIE KIRYCHUK
KAROLINA LIPKA
JAMES WILLIAM MANGAN
LAURA ANNE MARCHETTI
JUSTIN JOHN MASON
DIANE J. MCCAULEY
RISHI MEHTA
COLIN MICHAEL MERRIFIELD
KERRI MOCKO
ANDREW DAVID MUSCHINSKI
NGOC KHANH NGO
MINA No
KEVIN PATTERSON O'BRIEN
SAHIL UDAYAN PARIKH
ARELL PEREZ
DERRICK ALEXANDER PERRY
MARTINA DEVIKA PERSAUD
STEPHANIE MARIE PIZZUTO
HUNTER E PRENDERGAST
KHURRAM RASHEED
MEGAN ELIZABETH REARDON
CINDY M. ROBINSON
DAVID WILLIAM ROTHLEIN
KEITH ROBERT RUSSELL
COURTNEY ELIZABETH SANDS
CHIRAYU JAGADISH SHAH
LAUREN BROOKE SHMUEL
JOHN L. SIRI
JESSICA ANN SLUTSKY
REBECCA JEAN SMITH
IAN TUCKER SNODGRASS
SHELLEY BARBARA STEWART
ALLISON KYLE STROILI
REBECCA LEE SWAN
DANA MARIE SZFI FS
JONAS ROELOFS TE PASKE
ROCHELLE TIXEIRA
LAURA ALLISON TOWLE
SCOTT M. TRAVER
JAIMIE MAVROUDI VASSILIOU
ERIC JOSEPH VERSTEEG
STEVEN MINH VU
CAITLIN MAUREEN WALL
EMMA WATSON
BRIAN KEITH WOOD
KATE BARRETT WOYTOWICZ
GREGORY ADAM WYCHE
JOSEPH S. YuI
Nineteen
JIA LOUISE GAGLIARDO
Graduates, August 24, 2007
MEREDITH CAROLYN MONOPOLI
SCHOOL OF NURSING
• BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
KELLY E. TUPPER
SHARON LEIGH ALLEMAN
JUAN J. ALVAREZ
MARGARITA A. ALVAREZ
AMANDA R. ALVES
WILNER AMAN
JASON C. AMENDA
RYAN DALE APICELLI
ROBERT SCOTT ASHLEY
KARIDAH GYSELLE BENNETT
SAMEEN BEYABANI
CATHLEEN N. BINGHAM
CHRIS BOJANOVICH
JANICE G. BOLTSERIDGE
RACHEL MARGUERITE BOUCHER
LEONNE BUNN
GEORGE M. BURNETT
TESHANA L. BYARS
GWENDOLYN J. BYNOE
TATIANE C. CANADY
MARNIE L. CAPOBIANCO
DAVID CARRASQUILLO
ANGELA NUNZIA CARUCCI
AMANDA L. CECI
TIMOTHY Eu CHAN
SEAN RAYMOND CHESNEY
EVELYN PEREIRA CHRISTMANN
ANDREW R. CONNELL
FRANK R CONSIDINE
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Graduate, August 24, 2007
ANNA MIRONETS
CENTER FOR CONTINUING STUDIES
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
Honors Scholar
GAIL ROBERTINO, in Interdisciplinary Studies
PAMELA CHARLOTTE CORBIN-
RIDDICK
MATTHEW P. CORRIGAN
GISELLE M. COVEN
ERIN V. CROSSMAN
BARBARA G. CUNARD
CRISSY M. DAVIS
MICHAEL K. DEMIRJLIN
DAVID FRANK DICOSTANZO
DAVID MICHAEL DYSON
MICHELLE TAMAR ELLENBOGEN
MAUREEN A. FALLON
FRANCES D. FORBES
JOHN H. Fox
ANNE M. FREEMAN
CHRISTIAN R. FRIEDRICH
ANNA GADOMSKA
MARY GEORGE
ALEKSANDRA ANNA GIERSZEWSKA
AMY LYNNE GIGLIO
CRYSTAL SHAWNELL GIST
JOHN L. GUDRIAN
SAMUEL J. HAM, JR.
TIMOTHY JAMES HENDERSON
LISE M HoWE
SUSY D. HURLBERT
MICHAEL F. III FSCAS
JOSEPH HENRY INFURCHIA
MARIA A. JACOVINO
VICTORIA A. JOHN
ALANNA COLEEN JOHNSON
JACK P. JOLLY
DEMETRISE ANDREA JORDAN
JONATHAN W. KALNA
MATTHEW FULLER KOLODZIEJ
RICHARD P. KOTCHKO
ERIs S. KUNTZ
YULIYA KUTUZAVA
RACHAEL LEE LAFLAMME
SHIRLEY M. LANDON
PAUL LAPIERRE
JEFFREY JOSEPH LEGG
PATRICIA Z. LONGUEUIL
ELIZABETH LOWE
MAGDALENA LUCZAJ
MARGARET MACDONNELL
BRIAN PERICLES MACY
KELLY SUE MALLOY
TERRI L. MALTAS
KAYLA A. MARBLE
AMY FRANCES MATTHEWS
VINCENT JAMES McCANN
PATRICK M. MCMAHON
ALISON E. MELTON
VANESA C. MERULLA
GAIL D. METSACK
Twenty
MAUREEN E. MINITER
CHRISTOPHER CHARLES MIRA
ANTHONY SERGIO MOCCIA
MARGIE ANNA MULHERN
LAURA A. MUNRO
ADMIR MUSIC
DANITZA Y. NALL
VERONICA M. NARANJO
KATHERINE G. NELSON
CANDICE LATRICE NICHOLS
MUNIRA OKOVIC
MALIN ASA CHARLOTTE OLOFSSON
RICHARD THOMAS OVERHOLT
ROBERT R PAINTER
GEORGE PAPADOPOULOS
BREN LERESA PETERS
ELIZABETH CHRISTINA PETRAKIS
DAVID R. FRAHM
STEPHEN M. PRAJER
GINA M. PRELI
MATTHEW VINCENT PREVIDI
MARVIN TERRELL PRINCE
RAPHAEL ALI RAFATPANAH
CHRISTIANA G. RAWLINGS
MELISSA REAGAN
JULIE M. REED
MICHELLE ASHLEY RINALDI
VANESSA CRYSTAL RIOS
AMANDA D. RITZ
GAIL ROBERTINO
SHERON V. ROWE
KEVIN MARSHALL RUSSO
JARED ROBERT SAMPSON
THOMAS SANTOS
KRISTINA M. SEELEY
ALI SHAHROUDI
BENJAMIN ALEXANDER SIMON
LISA J. SINOPOLI
CHRISTOPHER D. SMITH
PATRICK O. SMITH
LESLIE R. STICKLER
LORENA TARESZKIEWICZ
DEBRA A. TERINO
TODD L. TESORO
RHONDA L. THIESEN
LEE ANNE THOMPSON
MATTHEW H. TREANOR
MARCO A. VALENTE
RAUCHELLE VAN GENT
MICHAEL CHARLES VIRONE
BELINDA J. VOSS
ELIZABETH SHORT WATSON
KEVIN D. WITKOS
JANET Tsz KWAN WONG
ALEXANDRA YEPEZ
ERIC C. ZAJAC
KYLE ROBERT ARCHER
MELINDA MARIE BANQUER
JODIE L. BARTNICKI
EVA A. BATES
JANET DENZA BEAL
ANTHONY E BERTUCCI
LISA MARIAN BITZER
DENISE M. BOUCHER
JOHN T. BRADLEY
DUARTE NUNO CABRAL
VIKTORYIA B. CHARKOUSKAYA
THOMAS J. CIANNI
RICHARD CHARLES CONNORS
SUSANNE E. COTE
KELLY ANN DARROW
CLAUDIA S. DOMINGUES
PATRICIA ANN ENGERRAN
CHERYL L. ENGLE
MELINDA O. FOSCATO
EVERETT V. FREEMAN
SUSAN L. FULLER
MICHAEL H. GATES
ALICIA PUCCI GERBERT
Graduates, August 24, 2007
ALYSSA W. GOLDBERG
ELSBETH HAGELSIEB
JACEK HLYWA
TYRONE HUGHES
RUSLAN INYATKIN
DAVID J. JACOBS
JENNIFER H. JOKUBAITIS
MICHELLE JOLLY
KIRSTEN E KILBOURN
LINDA M. KING
JESSICA A. KORDAS
MARYLOIS DOYLE KOSLOWSKY
KEITH J. LANCASTER
SUK JOON LEE
KERRY LEMONS
BRIAN A. MAIORANA
ALICE L. MATTHEWS
WANDA I. MCGAHERN
DAGMAR M. MCILVEEN
CHERI MEESTER
CLAIRE MARIE E MEZIDOR
ELIZABETH ANN MISDOM
NAGY E. MISHRIKY
DAVID JAMES MONROE
JOSEPH DANIEL MONTANO
MARIA FLORENCIA MYMICOPULO
MARK JOSEPH NORKUS
JAMES J. ORIOLES
PAUL L. PELICA
JILL L. RUBINO
CHRISTOPHER JEREMY RYAN
BRIAN STAVESKY
SHEILA M. SULLIVAN
KURT M. SUYDAM
DARREN DREW THOMPSON
LUZ TSIRALIDIS
MELINDA MARY TYLER
GIANCARLO A. VENTO
KEVIN VON ARTER
DAVID W. WELTON
KARIN WHITLEY
LAWRENCE WING-KIN WONG
CHRISTINA L. YAMARIK
APRIL J. ZADROZNY
Twenty-One
DEANS OF THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE & NATURAL RESOURCES 	 KIRKLYN M. KERR, Dean
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 	 L. CAMERON FAUSTMAN, Director
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 	 MOHAMED HUSSEIN, Interim Dean
CENTER FOR CONTINUING STUDIES 	 SUSAN NESBITT, Director
NEAG SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 	 RICHARD SCHWAB, Dean
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 	 ERLING SMITH, Interim Dean
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 	 DAVID WOODS, Dean
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 	 ROSS MACKINNON, Dean
SCHOOL OF NURSING 	 ANNE BAVIER, Dean
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 	 ROBERT MCCARTHY, Dean
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
MICHAEL DARRE, University Marshal
Processional Marshals
JOHN BENNETT
PRESTON BRITNER
ANDREA CALABRESE
JANICE CLARK
JACK CLAUSEN
JOHN DEWOLF
LAWRENCE GRAMBLING
DOUGLAS HAMILTON
JOHN KAMINSKI
MORTY ORTEGA
KATHERINE PANCAK
ALEXANDER SHVARTSMAN
RUTH SIMONS
JEFFREY VON MUNKWITZ-SMITH
MARCELLE WOOD
TED YUNGCLAS
Twenty-Two
TKEITH BARKER
JOHN BENNETT
RONALD BLICHER
JAMES BouRBEAu
MICHAEL BOUREY
PRESTON BRITNER
DENISE CHAMPAGNE
MICHAEL DARRE, CHAIR
ANN DENNY
DANIEL DOERR
BARBARA DROUIN
EVAN FEINGLASS
JANET FRENIERE
KEVIN GRAY
JAMES HENKEL
LISA KEMPTER
DONNA KORBEL
SUSAN LOCKE
DAVID MILLS
TINA MODZELEWSKI
JENNIFER MORENUS
LANCE NYE
THOMAS PETERS
SHIRLEY RAKOS
SALLY REIS
MARK RoY
RONALD SCHURIN
KATHLEEN SHIPTON
ALEXANDER SHVARTSMAN
MICHAEL STENKO
RICHARD VEILLEUX
JEFFREY VON MUNKWITZ-SMITH
CARA WORKMAN
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE
On the cover of this Commencement book is the official seal of the University of
Connecticut. The University's seal depicts the ancient and mighty oak. For Connecticut and
the University alike, the oak's symbolism is significant. Beautiful and sacred, the venerable oak
is synonymous with wisdom, longevity and hospitality. To Aristotle, the oak represented human
potential.
The oak holds a special place in Connecticut's history. In a time long before statehood,
the Connecticut colony's self-governing status was guaranteed by a charter issued by King
Charles II of England. When, in 1687, his successor King James II attempted to reinstate the
monarchy's authority, his emissary's efforts were foiled as the Royal Charter was secretly spirited
to a temporary hiding place—a majestic oak in Hartford, forever after known as the Charter
Oak. The oak became a symbol offreedom worldwide.
The oak has unique meaning for the University as well. In 1884, the commencement
exercises of the second graduating class of the Storrs Agricultural School were held in an oak
grove on the Storrs campus. This grove, long a favorite gathering place for a variety of open-air
meetings, served as the spiritual home to the growing community of scholars.
The University of Connecticut's graphic interpretation of the oak is a stylized synthesis of
two acorns and three oak leaves, representing maturation, intellect and moral strength. The seal
is the symbol of a large and diverse institution; it is used by all of the University's schools,
colleges, regional campuses, professional schools and its Health Center. The UConn Husky dog
is the beloved and official mascot of the University's athletic program. While the Husky
symbolizes the vitality and excitement of campus life, the oak seal communicates the broader
mission of the University as a center for the pursuit, the creation and the sharing of knowledge.
The University of Connecticut, like the mighty oak, is rooted in a proud past and reaching
toward a limitless future.
Twen ty-Four
